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1: Top books about Theosophy
These 16 programs, made up of 4 separate Living Theosophy courses of 4 programs each, were given over a 1-year
period from April to May

It was self-described as "an unsectarian body of seekers after Truth, who endeavour to promote Brotherhood
and strive to serve humanity. In the early months of , Olcott and Judge had come to realize that, if Blavatsky
was a spiritualist , she was no ordinary one. To form a nucleus of the universal brotherhood of humanity
without distinction of race, creed, sex, caste, or colour. To encourage the study of comparative religion,
philosophy, and science. To investigate the unexplained laws of nature and the powers latent in man.
Sympathy with the above objects was the sole condition of admission to the society. The Society was
organized as a non-sectarian entity. The Theosophical Society is absolutely unsectarian, and no assent to any
formula of belief, faith or creed shall be required as a qualification of membership; but every applicant and
member must lie in sympathy with the effort to create the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Humanity
[â€¦] ARTICLE XIII Offences 1. Any Fellow who shall in any way attempt to involve the Society in political
disputes shall be immediately expelled. No Fellow, Officer, or Council of the Theosophical Society, or of any
Section or Branch thereof, shall promulgate or maintain any doctrin[e ]as being that advanced, or advocated
by the Society. The theory was originally promulgated in the Secret Doctrine , the magnum opus of Helena
Blavatsky. It is overseen by a hidden spiritual hierarchy , the so-called Masters of the Ancient Wisdom ,
whose upper echelons consist of advanced spiritual beings. These attempts require an earthly infrastructure
such as the Theosophical Society which she held was ultimately under the inspiration of a number of
Mahatmas , members of the Hierarchy. This did not last long. He maintained a Western-oriented course,
relatively independent from the Adyar headquarters. The latter remains active today and has branches in
several countries, including the US and Canada. The Theosophical Society in Ireland [3] , based in Pembroke
Road, Dublin, is a wholly independent organisation which claims to have received its charter directly from
Helena Blavatsky. The original group contained among others George William Russell A. The current
leadership of this group were students of Emerson. The independent Dublin organisation should not be
confused with a similarly named group affiliated to Adyar which is based in Belfast but claims an all-Ireland
jurisdiction. The "World Teacher"[ edit ] Theosophical Society, Basavanagudi , Bangalore In addition to the
stated objectives, as early as Blavatsky publicly declared that the purpose of establishing the Society was to
prepare humanity for the reception of a World Teacher: The mission of these reputedly regularly appearing
emissaries is to practically translate, in a way and language understood by contemporary humanity, the
knowledge required to propel it to a higher evolutionary stage. If the present attempt, in the form of our
Society, succeeds better than its predecessors have done, then it will be in existence as an organized, living
and healthy body when the time comes for the effort of the XXth century. He will find the minds of men
prepared for his message, a language ready for him in which to clothe the new truths he brings, an
organization awaiting his arrival, which will remove the merely mechanical, material obstacles and difficulties
from his path. Think how much one, to whom such an opportunity is given, could accomplish. Measure it by
comparison with what the Theosophical Society actually has achieved in the last fourteen years, without any
of these advantages and surrounded by hosts of hindrances which would not hamper the new leader. Jiddu
Krishnamurti One of the people who expected the imminent reappearance of the Maitreya as World Teacher
was Charles Webster Leadbeater , then an influential Theosophist and occultist. In he "discovered" Jiddu
Krishnamurti, an adolescent Indian boy, who he proclaimed as the most suitable candidate for the "vehicle" of
the World Teacher. However, by Krishnamurti had begun to move away from the course expected of him by
the leaders of the Theosophical Society Adyar and by many Theosophists. In he publicly dissolved the Order
of the Star , a worldwide organization created by the leadership of the Theosophical Society to prepare the
world for the Coming of the Maitreya, and abandoned his assumed role as the "vehicle" for the World
Teacher. Related individuals and organizations[ edit ] Commemorative plaque of Theosophical Society,
Adyar, India The following have been at many times associated, or have claimed association, with the original
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Theosophical Society, its philosophy, leaders, branches, or descendant organizations.
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2: www.enganchecubano.com: Websites and Internet Resources on H.P. Blavatsky, the Mahatmas & Theo
Theosophical Publishing House, Philippines For more information on Madame Blavatsky and the teachings of
Theosophy, see Homepage of The Blavatsky Study Center.

Esoteric Christianity - Annie Besant A still relevant interpretation of Christianity from an esoteric perspective.
Much of what was written on the subject later was inspired by this work by Annie Besant. So why not go
straight to the source? However, that does mean what is left is what is still relevant today. The title speaks for
itself - an excellent exploration of the Gospel of John from the perspective of universal mysticism. Ravi
Ravindra too was a disciple of Jiddu Krishnamurti. The Chakras - C. Leadbeater - updated with information
by Dr. Jane Maati Smith on colors, gems, fragrances and foods to help you balance your chakras. Freedom
from the Known, Jiddu Krishnamurti - J. Krishnamurti classic Jiddu Krishnamurti is perhaps the most
controversial teacher in theosophical history - but the controversial ones are usually the best look at Blavatsky.
I could have picked any book out of 50 or so to represent his work here. And that this should stop. The Book
of Life: Daily Meditations with Krishnamurti - J. In this book he shares his personal impressions of life. His
style here is less confrontational and more meditative than in his published lectures on which most books by
him are based. Radha Burnier in conversation with her audience about the central spiritual work of each
person: Her fascination and life long study of Jiddu Krishnamurti shines through very deeply in this book. She
passed away in The Theosophical Enlightenment - Joscelyn Godwin This is a scholarly exploration of
theosophy in the 19th century.
3: Theosophical Society - Wikipedia
The Theosophical Society in America encourages open-minded inquiry into world religions, philosophy, science, and the
arts in order to understand the wisdom of the ages, respect the unity of all life, and help people explore spiritual
self-transformation.

4: Links to Theosophical Texts Online: Early Classics
A lifetime member of the Theosophical Society, Ravi has taught many courses in The School of the Wisdom in Adyar
and at the Krotona Institute in Ojai, Calif. He was a member of the Institute of Advanced Study in Princeton, a fellow of
the Indian Institute of Advanced Study in Shimla, and the founding director of the Threshold Award for.

5: Links to Theosophical Texts Online: Besant
theosophical classics ELECTRONIC BOOK EDITION The essential works in modern theosophy are now available to all
researchers, students, scholars and writers in one convenient CD that has a very fast search capability.

6: Theosophical Classics
Featured Books. Voice of the Silence, The $ ; Vedanta Philosophy of Sankaracharya, The: Crest-Jewel of Wisdom,
Atma Bodha, Tattva Bodha, Vakhya Sudha, Atmanatma-viveka, with Articles and Commentaries $

7: True Clairvoyance: Theosophical Classics (Audiobook) by Robert Crosbie | www.enganchecubano.com
THEOSOPHY TRUST BOOKS is a continuously expanding collection of Theosophical literature; the site includes the full
text of the HERMES Lead articles and hundreds of articles on Theosophy by H.P. Blavatsky, Raghavan Iyer, W.Q.
Judge, Robert Crosbie and others.
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8: Time: Theosophical Classics (Audiobook) by C. W. Leadbeater | www.enganchecubano.com
Hidden Wisdom in the Holy Bible, Vol. 1 (Theosophical Heritage Classics) Paperback - June 1, by Geoffrey Hodson
(Author) ISBN This first of a two-volume abridgement of a Theosophical classic explains how a literal reading of the
Bible misses rich concealed meaning, how Biblical symbols encode esoteric truths, and how Christ's life can be seen as
an initiatory journey.

9: Theosophical Society in the Philippines Home Page
Analects. The Analects of Confucius, c. B.C.,The Internet Classics Archive. Apocrypha - see Bible, etc. Asoka - see
Edicts Bhagavad Gita. Bhagavad-Gita and Essays on the Gita, William Quan Judge Recension, /, The Theosophical
University Press Online Edition.
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